2014 escape brake pads

The items needed to complete this procedure include a lug nut wrench, a floor jack, two jack
stands, a flathead screwdriver, a 7mm hex head socket with a ratcheting wrench or a 7mm Allen
Key wrench, a "C" or "F" clamp and a tube of high temperature synthetic brake parts lubricant
grease. A few compatible sets of replacement front brake pads with their replacement part
numbers are as follows: Centric Ceramic Chock both sides of the rear wheels to prevent the car
from moving while you are replacing the pads. Slightly loosen the five lug nuts on the front
wheel by turning them counterclockwise. Carefully raise the front of the SUV and securely
support it with at least two jack stands. I prefer to work on one side of the car at a time to keep
three wheels on the ground for extra safety. Spin off the 5 lug nuts in the counterclockwise
direction and set them aside in a safe place. Carefully pull off the front wheel to reveal the rotor,
bracket, caliper and the front suspension. Gently pry off the round black plastic dust cover from
the two caliper bolt housings with a small flathead screwdriver. Loosen the upper caliper bolt by
turning it clockwise as seen from the outside of the vehicle with the 7mm hex head socket and
ratcheting wrench or a 7mm Allen Key wrench. Continue spinning out the caliper bolts which
also act as the caliper slider pins or "guide pins". Set the spring clip aside in a safe place. Pull
the old outer brake pad out of the bracket and set it aside for future use. Pull the old inner brake
pad out of the caliper piston and discard it. Attach the "C" or "F" clamp to the caliper and use
the back of the old outer brake pad to evenly distribute the pressure across the piston. Move to
the right rear area of the engine bay and twist off the black plastic brake fluid reservoir cap in
the counterclockwise direction. Slowly turn the "C" or "F" clamp handle in the clockwise
direction to compress back the piston. Repeatedly check the brake fluid level in the reservoir
while you are compressing the piston to make sure that it doesn't over flow. Clean up any
spilled brake fluid immediately and rinse the area with plenty of water. Brake fluid can easily
damage painted surfaces. Continue pushing back the caliper piston until it is just about flush
with the rubber dust boot surrounding it. Try to avoid pinching or otherwise damaging the
rubber dust boot surrounding the caliper piston. Replace the brake fluid reservoir cap as soon
as possible since brake fluid is hygroscopic readily absorbs moisture from the air. Twist on the
cap in the clockwise direction. If your Escape previously exhibited shuddering, pulsating, or
vibrations in the front end during braking, you may need to have your rotors "turned"
resurfaced or just replace them with brand new rotors. If this is the SUV's first front brake job
and the rotors appear to be in excellent condition, you should be able to just change the pads
with great results. To remove the existing rotors and install new ones, remove the two bolts on
the rear of the caliper bracket that attach it to the steering knuckle. Remove the bracket and set
it aside in a safe place. Then loosen the old rotor with a rubber mallet, pull it off, and slide the
new one in its place. The to Ford Escape service manual specification for tightening the caliper
bracket bolts also known as the "brake caliper anchor plate bolts" or "torque member" bolts is
lb-ft or N-m of torque. Apply a thin layer of brake caliper grease to any area where there is metal
to metal contact such as the outer lip of the caliper pistons. Do not apply brake parts lubricant
to the friction surface of the new pads or to the rotor. Push the 3 metal prongs on the back side
of the new inner brake pad in to the caliper piston. If the caliper won't fit over the thicker new
inner brake pad, you may need to compress the caliper piston back a bit further. Double check
that the two caliper bolts are tight before moving on to the next steps. Push in the two round
black plastic dust caps over the caliper bolt housings. If your brake pedal previously felt soft or
spongy, the brake fluid might be contaminated with water or the brake lines may contain a few
air bubbles. It would be best to bleed the brake lines at this time in order to flush out the old
fluid and replace it with fresh DOT4 brake fluid. The brake fluid bleeder valve is located
underneath a rubber cap on the back side of the caliper next to the upper caliper bolt. Spin on
the five lug nuts in the clockwise direction by hand to make sure that they don't become cross
threaded. Continue spinning on the lug nuts with the tire iron in the straightened out position.
Carefully lower the SUV from the jack stands by using the floor jack. It would be best to use a
torque wrench or an impact wrench with a lb-ft torque stick to properly tighten the lug nuts. Sit
in the driver's seat of the car and firmly press the brake pedal a few times to restore the brake
line pressure. Check the brake fluid in the reservoir and verify that it is at the proper level. If it is
low, add some fresh DOT 4 fluid. It's also a good idea to regularly check your driveway for
drops of brake fluid which may indicate a leak, check the brake fluid level in the reservoir, and
also verify that the lug bolts are still tight. Be sure to record the brake pad change in your
Escape's service records. If you found this guide to be helpful, please consider making a small
donation by clicking on the PayPal. Thank you! Note: I am not a registered charity. Donations
are not tax deductible. Loosen 5 Lug Nuts. Raise Front of Vehicle. This automotive maintenance
tutorial was specifically written to assist owners of the 3rd generation , , , and possibly also the
updated model year Ford Escape SUV in changing the front disc brake pads and lubricating the
caliper slider pins. Please verify the correct replacement part numbers for your Ford Escape.

Spin Off 5 Lug Nuts. Five Lug Nuts Removed. Rotor, Caliper, Bracket. Front Brake Caliper.
Plastic Caliper Bolt Cap. Pry Out Plastic Bolt Cover. The front brake caliper is held in place to
the bracket by two bolts located on the back side of the caliper. Remove Lower Bolt Cap.
Loosen Clockwise. Set the two dust caps aside in a safe place. Loosen Lower Bolt. Spin Out
Bottom Bolt. Loosen the lower caliper bolt by turning it clockwise as seen from the outside of
the car with the 7mm Allen Key wrench. Gently Pry Off Spring Clip. Metal Clip Removed. Gently
pry off the metal retaining spring clip on the outer edge of the caliper with a flathead
screwdriver. Rest Caliper On Suspension. Remove Old Outer Pad. Pull Out Old Inner Pad.
Carefully rest the caliper on the suspension or suspend it from the spring with a bungee cord.
Metal Prongs - Inner Pad. Attach "C" Clamp To Piston. Brake Fluid Reservoir. The inner brake
pad is held in place to the caliper by three metal prongs attached to the piston. Twist Off Brake
Fluid Cap. Compress Caliper Piston. Removing the reservoir cap will allow the brake fluid to
more easily travel backwards through the lines when you compress the caliper piston.
Thoroughly clean off the brake rotor, caliper bracket, lug nut studs and the brake caliper
assembly with brake parts cleaner spray. Do not use compressed air or blow with your mouth to
clean off the brake parts since breathing in brake dust can be harmful to your health. Brake dust
can be carcinogenic cancer causing if inhaled. Install New Outer Pad. Push In 3 Metal Prongs.
Replace Brake Caliper. Install the new outer brake pad in to the bracket. Carefully lower the
caliper back in to the bracket. Line Up Bolt Holes. Re-Insert Top Caliper Bolt. Spin In
Counterclockwise. Line up the two bolt holes on the caliper with their corresponding holes in
the bracket. Tighten Top Caliper Bolt. Tighten Bottom Caliper Bolt. Pop In Bolt Cap. Replace
Lower Bolt Cover. Re-Attach Metal Clip. Metal Spring Clip Secure. Re-attach the metal spring
clip to the outer edge of the caliper. Push On Front Wheel. Spin On 5 Lug Nuts. Spin On
Clockwise. Push the front wheel back in to place on the lug nut studs. Slightly Tighten Lug
Nuts. Lower Car From Stands. Torque To ft-lbs. Slightly tighten the 5 lug nuts in a star or "criss
cross" pattern. Paul's Travel Pictures is a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates
Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for sites to earn
advertising fees by advertising and linking to Amazon. So how do you find out what problems
are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you
are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the
word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. The contact owns
a Ford Escape. While driving 30 mph, the contact heard an abnormal noise coming from the rear
of the vehicle. There were no warning indicators illuminated. The vehicle was taken to
sellers-sexton Ford Lincoln Mazda located at vfw memorial dr, St robert, mo , where it was
diagnosed that the brakes needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired, but continued to
experience the failure. The vehicle was diagnosed again and it was determined that the rear
differential needed to be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was notified.
The failure mileage was 58, The VIN was not available. Vacuum pump failed on the engine
causing the brakes booster to fail instantly. Lost all brake assist and had to use both feet with
all the pressure I could muster to safely stop the vehicle. Vehicle is out of warranty for attaching
parts, searched for parts. Parts required are vacuum pump and pump drive coupling, coupler
was sheered off causing damage to camshaft internally. Searched for parts call 5 dealers
nationwide and they are out of stock, searched all over the internet. No parts available in the
world. Local Ford dealer has 4 cars in shop waiting on pumps, parts won't arrive for 30 days.
Called another dealer in the midwest that showed parts availability 6 all those pumps are for
on-going repairs in shop and none of them are for sale. This pump failure is deadly, dangerous
and not being address by the manufacturer. Plus even to repair within 30 to 45 days I had to use
a salvage part I may have bought the only one in the nation called 12 salvage yards and they are
out of stock as well. You can be driving along and then bam. Your brake assist boost will be
gone and you do not know it. Luckily I was able to get the vehicle safely stopped. Part number
is bb5Z-2AC and other similar Ford vehicles and experiencing this issue with the 2. Thank you.
At around 40K miles I started to notice pulsating when I apply the brakes. More pulsating the
harder brakes are applied. At slower speed, near stopping I can hear clicking souind as well in
the brakes. At 45K miles the rear brakes and "warped" rotors were replaced by the dealer. The
front brakes have sufficient thickness so they did not require replacement. This is not normal
and should not be happening after only 40K miles. Dealer says it is not dangerous and warped
rotors should be replaced when brake pads are replaced. I should not have to put up with
vibration, noise and inconvenience of this problem. I do mormal street and highway driving.
Search CarComplaints. Brake vacuum pump locked up while driving causing loss of brakes. I
was going 70 on interstate at the time had to use both feet to get the car to slow down. Lucky
there was no traffic on the exit because I was unable to stop running the stop light. I stopped by
atm to get some money and other items The dashboard said it was in reverse even though it

was in park mode. I spend approximately 3. After no success, I went thru three different
customer service reps who were not knowledgeable on how to handle a vehicle that was
disabled, stuck in reverse and would not start. I ended up calling aaa and had it towed to my
own mechanic because I called three Ford dealership stated that it would be at least weeks
before someone could check out my vehicle. In addition, they were not cooperative in helping
me get a rental car either and stated they would not cover the cost of renting a car. My own
mechanic who has serviced all my vehicles and there has never been an issue This is the
second time in 9 months I've had issues with Ford and their faulty products. April Ford motors
settled with me over my Ford Focus which was in an out of the shop since March I've had to go
thru numerous agencies to get any real help. I am looking for Ford to reimburse me for my
expenses and cost to repair my vehicle. Or the other alternative is to buy back the vehicle. I will
never purchase another vehicle from Ford again. The dealer set the back brake rotors needed to
machined down. I did not agree and demanded new rotors be installed due to my bumper to
bumper warranty 3 years or 36, miles. The Ford dealer refused said this is not Ford's policy.
Dealer said maybe I do not drive it enough. I said than why aren't the front rotors the same way.
This Ford dealer was hoffman Ford in harrisburg pa. I went to another dealer and had a
discussion about my brake rotor problem. That dealer stated that many of the parts are
manufactured overseas and sometimes the rotors are not hardened enough. To satisfy the
customer they would have put new rotors on the vehicle. My concerned is a possible recall
should be made on these vehicles due to a possible safety issue I am demanding my Ford
Escape have new rotors on the rear of the vehicle due to low mileage of only 3, miles when the
car was taken into the dealership because I told them the rotors are most likely too soft and that
is causing the problem. Again, they refused and machined the rotors down now I have the same
problem with the rotors. I also asked them to replace the brake pads but they refused. Any
vehicle repair shop knows if you machine the rotors you also need to replace the brake pads. I
consider this a major safety violation and I also want to file a complaint against hoffman Ford
dealership for failure to follow Ford warranty work. My Ford had miles on the car and both back
brake rotors had to be machined. I wanted new rotor and brakes on the car but hoffman Ford
refused to put new rotors and brakes on the vehicle. I think the rotors are soft material and not
harded enough from the factory. Remember it only had miles and this should be on a recall list
for possible safety violation and extra costs to the customer. Soft rotors from the Ford motor
and hoffman Ford in harrisburg pa could be a national safety problem and expensive repairs for
vehicle owners. I will go to the new paper if not corrected. I want new rotors and pads on my car
whilr its under bumper to bumper warranty 3 years or miles. The contact stated that while
driving approximately 20 mph going down a hill with the brakes engaged, the brake pedal went
to the floor and failed to respond without warning. The vehicle crashed into a granite wall and
rolled over landing in an upright position. The contact mentioned that only the side airbags
deployed. No police report was filed. The contact was sore but did not seek medical attention.
The vehicle had not been removed from the property. The manufacturer was not made aware of
the failure. The approximate failure mileage was 7, The vehicle brakes had been making a
grinding noise, specifically while backing up. After a trip to the dealer they stated there were no
issues. A few month later at night the vehicles brakes became grabby, grinding, and squealing,
causing the ABS system to activate thinking the vehicle tires were locked up and sliding. The
vehicle then slid off the road. I inspected the brakes the following morning and found that rotors
were heavily damaged with gouges and grooves. They looked as though they had 60K miles on
them in-lieu-of the actual 11,, and as though the pads were worn and had damaged the rotors.
The pads actually showed little to no wear however the rotors had severe premature damage.
The dealer reluctantly changed the rotors and pads. This seems to me to be either an
engineering issue or bad parts, resulting in premature parts failure. This issue can lead to brake
failure and a catastrophic accident. A warning message came on saying that the brake fluid was
low, and that I needed to take the car to a dealer. I drove home, a short distance, and decided to
check the fluid myself. When I opened the hood I found the brake fluid reservoir sitting on top of
the engine tipped down so that fluid was not available to the brake lines. There was some fluid
left but most had been lost. The warning came on within a few yards of my home, if I had been
on a trip or at highway speeds this could have been very bad. The car will go to a dealership
tomorrow. Car is for my wife's usage mainly. I drove the car a few days later and noticed that
the brake pedal is: Too high, too close to driver's reach foot , to small ant too close to the
accelerator pedal. When you shift your right foot from acceleration to braking, I touch the side
of the brake rubber pad many times and need to make sure I am fully on the brake pad. The
previous car was a Ford Escape. No problems like this. We had many other vehicles and never
had this situation. I am 5' 10" lbs. I have called Ford M. The selling dealer says that they can not
do anything I am firmly convinced that the car designers can make a quick change to correct

this problem. How many accidents could be prevented? The contact stated while driving 45 mph
the vehicle would
30 vulcan
2001 wrx wagon
cb750 chopper
make a grinding noise whenever the brakes were engaged. The contact stated that when the
engine warm the noise would stop. The vehicle was taken to the dealer where the technician
stated that the vehicle was functioning as designed. The manufacturer was not notified of the
failure. The failure mileage was The current mileage was 6, Picked up Ford Escape 1. Brakes
loud whistling noises- comes and goes- auto lift gate opens half way sometimes, closes on you
when your loading things sometimes, rear door behind driver -child locks on- cant turn offpassenger cant get out of that side of car- no heat! Defrost don't work unless on max defrost
and on hi - blower doesn't seem to blow anything - when put on defrost and feet it blows out
vents instead. Due to no heat inside vehicle. Freeze every day driving to work.. Pulled in
driveway from work- 20 min drive and car was overheating- buffalo NY - taking car in today with
list of issues. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

